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Introduction
The Pandora spectrometer system includes:
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Site Requirements
Pandora instruments have two main requirements: power 110VAC/220VAC and an
internet connection.
Head sensor further needs FoV clearance: an unobstructed view of the sky and the sun's
path.

Initial Hardware Setup
Assemble Base Plate Assembly

●

Install ⅝ bolt and threaded rod into slotted plate. It is recommended to use
threadocking compound on the ⅝ bolt. The rounded ends of the rods should be on
the same side of the plate as the head of the center bolt. Leave about 1.5 inches of
threaded rod extending from this side of the plate
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●

Place slotted plate from the previous step on top of the plate without slots , pass
one socket head bolt through each slot and screw them into the three holes closest
to the edge of the bottom plate. Do not tighten them all the way

●

Use a 3/16” Allen wrench to adjust the threaded rods, get the top plate

approximately level, you will fine tune this adjustment in a future step.
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●

Place the base plate assembly on top of the tripod and screw the tripod bolts into
the remaining 3 holes from the underside.
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Install Tracker

●

Holding the tracker by its shaft, screw
it onto the center bolt of the base
plate assembly until it is tightly
secured.

●

By spinning the slotted plate of the
base plate assembly, or spinning the
entire tripod, point the arm of the
tracker east.*

-

*Note: In some installation scenarios
it is not possible to rotate the tracker
to point east. In such a scenario: get
the tracker as close as you can
manually, you will be able to move the
trackers home position within the
software before starting the
instrument operation
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●

Place a level on top of the tracker and
ensure it is level by adjusting the
threaded rods of the base plate
assembly with a 3/16” Allen wrench.
Once it is level, use a 5/16” Allen

wrench tighten the socket head bolts.
Double check the it is still level after
tightening the bolts.

Before installing the sensor head in the sensor head bracket of the tracker arm, we must
stop to ensure the tracker functionality and it’s home position. So for now, just leave the
head unmounted but near to the tracker while all cables are connected and the
operative software is started. The sensor will be installed in a later step, once the
communications are established and the tracker functionality and home position has
been checked.
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Connect Cables and Fiber
●

Install the white cable
passage elbows into the
front of the main box by
pressing them in with
moderate force

●

Pass the tracker cable
(thicker black) through the
left elbow leaving the flat
connector inside the box.
Connect the cable to the 15
pin connector toward the
bottom of the front face of
the interface box (left box)
and connect the other end to
the tracker.

●

Repeat the previous step with the sensor head cable (thinner grey) plugging one
end into the 9 pin connector label “SENSOR”, and the other end into the sensor
head.
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●

Unscrew the lid of the spectrometer
(right) box and remove the foam pad
that is covering the specs.

●

Pass the fiber optic cable from the
sensor head through the right cable
passage of the main box and through
the opening (cable pass) on the front
of the spectrometer box

●

With the tip of the fiber inside of the
spectrometer box, remove the
protective caps from the
spectrometer and the fiber (Never
touch the front surface of the fiber!)
and connect the fiber to the
spectrometer. You may need to
lightly push the fiber from the outside of the box will screwing it into the
spectrometer. Place the protective caps in a safe place. Before tightening the
cable pass, ensure that the stiff part of the fiber is centered with respect to the
cable pass, to avoid bending the tip of the fiber. Finally close the spectrometer
box and tighten the screws on the lid to prevent humidity problems caused by
condensation. For humid places, it is recommended to add a few small desiccant
bags, in order to keep the enclosure dry.

●

Feed an extension cord through the right elbow, connect it to the power cord on
the interface (left white) box and power on the system with the switch located at
the power cord connection
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Software Set Up
Initial Operation Set Up
1. Access the instrument by connecting a monitor, keyboard, and mouse to the
PC.
2. Download TeamViewer v11 (Link) if it has not yet been installed. In team
viewer options>security tab, set an unattended access password, for example:
LuftBlick01. Then send the TeamViewer ID and the password to the Network
Operator assigned to the instrument. The Network Operator will log into as
soon as possible, and will check that everything is configured properly, as well
as give support and recommendations for every problem you might have with
respect to the instrument operation.
3. Check that the Blick Software Suite is installed. (Just look for BlickO in the
windows search) (If not, the software and the software manual can be found
here http://pandonia.net/docs/).

4. Check that the computer's time and time zone are in sync with the instrument
location.
5. Open BlickF and leave it running in the background.
6. Open BlickO, selecting the operation file that matches the instrument number,
with the highest version and highest validity date.
7. Check that the location on BlickO is correct (1). If incorrect, enter the
command ‘cl’ in the command window (2), and press enter. In the opening
dialog, select the correct location (3). If the location is not available, notify the
Network Operator to have a new location file created, by sending him the
following info:
●

Long location name: Institution, building, or the place in which is mounted
the instrument, city/town, and state or country.

●

Location Coordinates: Latitude, Longitude, Altitude

One can check the hardware communications with whatever
location set, but please do not try to align nor leave the instrument
running any schedule with an incorrect location.
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8. Using the connect buttons (section 4 of figure 1), connect to the
spectrometer(s), head sensor, temperature controller, and tracker. The
tracker will do a tracker reset and after approximately one minute it
will finish in its home position..
-Once the tracker has reset to its home position, check that the
tracker arm is still pointing as close to East as possible.Otherwise
one must turn the mounting plates to have it pointed correctly. If
it is not possible to point the arm east see the following section
“Tracker Home Position Correction” otherwise proceed to the
“Finishing Hardware Setup Section”

Tracker Home Position Correction
Only for new tracker models (not FLIR), and only i f you were unable to
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orientate the tracker arm towards the EAST during hardware set up, the
home position of the tracker can be corrected following the next steps
1. Open BlickO and connect all the hardware.
2. Enter routine “HS” in routine box (box 9 in BlickO interface diagram)
and press enter, to open the low level interface dialog.
3. Choose Headsensor/Tracker serial connection and write the TRpXXXX
command in the serial port question field, then press enter to send the
command, this will move the tracker in the azimuth direction. XXXX
represents an angle measured to 1/100 of a degree. ie TRp9000 means
move +90.00 degrees from the current home position or TRp-18050
means -180.50 degrees from the current home position. One must find
the proper XXXX value in order to have the tracker arm pointing to
the EAST.
4. Once the arm is properly orientated send the command “MBh” to set
this as the new home position.
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Finishing the Hardware Set Up
Once we have initialized the system and ensured the the tracker is in the home position
and is pointing east we can complete the hardware setup by installing the sensor head
and aligning the system.

Install Sensor Head
●

Using a 9/64 allen wrench, remove
the sensor head clamp.

●

Remove the sensor head from its case
and install it on the tracker

●

The easiest way to install the sensor
head is to place one screw and the
allen wrench into a hole in the sensor
clamp and set it aside (on top of the
tracker.)

●

Pick up the sensor head and give
yourself enough slack on the optical
fiber to work with the sensor head
while leaving most of the fiber on the
ground.

●

Place the sensor head into the sensor
head bracket of the tracker arm, hold
it with one hand while using the other
hand to pick up the clamp, screw and
allen wrench and tighten the first
screw
○

For 1S models the clamp will
fasten to the top (recessed) set
of holes, 2S models will fasten
to the lower set
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●

The collimator should be in the 9 O’clock position when looking at the sensor head
from above.

●

While still supporting the sensor head install and fasten the second screw

Fiber Guide Installation
FOr ease of installation it is recommended to rotate
the sensor head parallel with the ground. THis can be
done following the steps in the previous“Tracker
Home Position COrrection” section and using the
COMMAND “TRt9000”
The fiber guide is based in 4 pieces: two holders, one
band clamp, and the main guide.

●

The guide holders are attached to the sensor
head with the stainless steel band clamp with
the longer guide holder on top.

●

Once the holders are attached to the sensor
head, the screws that secure the main guide to
the holders can be tightened.
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The plastic coil is used to attach the fibers and head sensor cable to the main guide
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Recommended Fiber Layout
To prevent binding of the fiber with the base plate screws, or with any sharp edge
nearby,it is recommended to have the all the possible movements of the fiber controlled,
by applying the recommended fiber layout. For old trackers (FLIR), the fiber should be
attached with two velcro strips to the tracker arm, and then with other two velcro strips
to the main shaft.
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For the new tracker model, the fiber can be attached to the head bracket with some
brides, and to the main shaft with two velcro strips. Is important to attach the fiber to the
main shaft with two velcro strips to prevent the fiber slip due to its own weight, in the
long term.
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Initial Alignment
1. The initial alignment must be done locally at the instrument’s site on a
clear day. Also the correct location must be selected in BlickO.
2. Enter the routine sequence ‘FI’ to perform a manual alignment. When
the ‘Sight Alignment’ window appears, click on the button “Reset” just
below of the command window, to reset the routine sequence and set
the default spectrometer parameters, and then set the filter positions
for filter wheel 1 and filter wheel 2 to OPEN.
3. Click ‘measure continuously and display’ to display the observed signal
while adjusting the tracker position.
4. With the buttons of the FI dialog, move the azimuth motor (CW vs CCW),
then the zenith motor (up vs down) looking for the maximum signal
point. If while doing that the signal is saturated (it grows beyond the
maximum of the plot) then one must change the filter wheel 1 from
OPEN to ND1 (or ND2, ND3, ND4...) in order to insert a neutral density in
the optical path and reduce the amount of light.
5. Once the maximum signal point is found, the manual alignment can be
finished by clicking on the “save” button of the FI dialog, and then one
have to choose between creating a new alignments file, or adding the
current offsets to an already existing alignments file:
● The first time the instrument is mounted in a new location, or after
any change in the tracker orientation in one location, it is needed to
create a new alignments file by selecting “new”
● If a previous alignment has been done but the pointing is not good
for all the moments of the day (morning-afternoon), then “add” can
be used.
6. To check that the initial alignment is correct, one must run the FN
routine (Open hole sun search) 4 or 5 times. If initial alignment is
correct, most of the FN routines will get a successful sun search (You
will know because a new line is added into the alignments file
C:\Blick\data\alignments\PandoraXXX_Location_alignments.txt, and also
the border of the alignments section of BlickO will become green. If the
FN routine cannot get successful sun searches, then is needed to repeat
the initial alignment again.
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7. Once it is confirmed that the initial alignment is correct, one must leave
the instrument running with the “align.sked” schedule for one full clear
day. This will perform iterative sun search routines along the day, in
order to fine tuning the leveling angles, which will allow to find the sun
at whatever hour of the day.
8. Once there are enough successful sun searches in the alignment file (At
least 50, for the different moments of the day), the align schedule can be
changed to the operative schedule, usually sun_moon_sky-1S.sked for 1s
models, or sun_moon_sky-2S.sked for 2s models.

Local Operator Checks
This section lists checks that the instruments local operator should carry out on a regular
basis to ensure the instrument is in good working order.

1. After the initial setup, the Network Operator (N.O.) will create a
Local Log file in the instrument PC. It is usually located in
C:\Blick\data\PandoraXXX_Local_Log.txt, and is used as a log of the
instrument: anybody working with the instrument must record the
date and the actions taken in this log. In this way all the involved
people (The Local operators, the Principal Investigators, the
Network Operators, and the persons in charge of maintaining the
Calibration files) will know what happened to the instrument and
when. One of the responsibilities of the Local Operators is to
maintain this log up to date as well as checking for any
recommendation given by the Network Operators.
2. Check that BlickF and BlickO are open, and that the hardware is
connected through BlickO.
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a. Make sure to select the correct operation file (OF) when opening
BlickO.
b. If the hardware is not connected, restart BlickO and reconnect. If
the problem continues, restart the PC and reconnect. Check the
hardware connections on the instrument and consult the
troubleshooting section of this document.
3. Check that the instrument temperatures are within their ranges.
Spec-Control
Temp
Spec-Board
Temp
Spec-Auxil
Temp

Set temperature of the
temperature controller
Measured temperature
of the spectrometer
electronics board
Measured temperature
of the spectrometer
detector

15 ̊C or 20 ̊C
Spec-control
temp + 7-8 ̊C
Spec-control
temp
+10deg/-5deg

4. Check that the correct operative schedule is running and matches
the one stated in the header of the local log file.
5. Check that the BlickO time is in sync with the UTC Time. Software is
used for automatic time synchronization. The last update of the
software can be found in the tray icon. If the automatic time
synchronization is not working, contact the Network Operator, or the
local IT staff.
6. Check the instrument’s alignment.
a. Once the initial alignment has been done, the sun searches done
during the day by the operative schedule can be diagnosed by
analyzing the plots in the folder C:\Blick\data\alignments\figures\
comparing them with the example plots listed in the Diagrams
section of this document.
b. If the alignment is bad on a clear day, reset the tracker and enter
the command ‘FN2’, to run the find sun routine twice. If
alignment is still bad, then the tracker must be checked locally.
c. At the instrument location, reset the tracker. During the reset,
check that the tracker is not slipping and that it ends in the
correct reference position :
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New tracker: zenith pointing up, and tracker bracket pointing to
East.
Old tracker: zenith pointing up and both motor shafts aligned.).
Check that the final tracker position on BlickO is close to the
reference position (pointing zen≃ 0°, pointing azi≃ 180°).

7. Once a week the instrument should be checked for dirt, water or
insects in the collimator and entrance windows. If something is not
clean, stop the operative schedule and run the ‘TP’ routine to park the
tracker. Unscrew the collimator, clean the entrance window and the
interior of the collimator using a chemwipe. Do not use a material that
will leave lint or fibers on the window. Once cleaned, attach the
collimator and start the instrument’s schedule.
8. Check that BlickF is pushing the data files. If there are too many files
in queue waiting to be pushed, and the queue is not decreasing, perhaps
the filepush is stuck due to any internet interruption. In this case one
can press “Q” to exit BlickF, and then restart it to make it work again. If
the non working behavior continues, notify the network operator.
9. Update the local log file with observations and procedures
performed during the instrument check. This is very important!

Common BlickO Routines
● FA: Finds the Sun, and resets the tracker if the offset angle is too
large.
● FI: Manually align the zenith and azimuth motors.
● FN: Finds the Sun without resetting the tracker.
● TD: Moves the tracker to point down to maximum zenith angle, and
waits 5 secs.
● TR: Moves the head to the four cardinal positions along the horizon
and the zenith from 0° to 90°.
● TP: Parks the tracker (By default zenith=90° and azimuth=90°, but is
configurable)
● T0: Moves the head to point to the zenith.
● ?: Provides a list of the routines used in BlickO.
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Diagrams
BlickO Interface

1. Instrument + location label
2. Date, time, and solar/lunar angles
3. Connection status labels
4. Connection buttons for all interfaces.
5. Auxiliary data display (Temperatures)
6. Display of sun-search results (at software startup just contains an image
of the sun)
7. Action logger
8. Figure showing current measurements for all spectrometers
9. Routine control, load schedule button, and reset button
10. Start-stop button
11. Spectrometer settings: repetition control, integration time control, and
cycles control
12. Filter wheel settings: filter wheel 1 selection and filter wheel 2 selection
13. Tracker settings: zenith angle control, azimuth control, track-sun button,
and track-moon button
14. Save figure button, save comment button, and exit button
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Instrument Alignment Plot Examples
Good alignment on a clear
day

● Trapezoidal shape
● FWHM near 1.55°
● Centered at 0°

Good alignment on a clear
day, but poor FOV
(Good, but is convenient to
check that it is not
water/dust/insects in the
entrance window or
collimator)
Bad alignment on a clear
day
(due loss of steps in the
stepper motor, or tracker
slipping)

● Slight dip in shape
● FWHM near 1.55°
● Centered at 0°

Bad alignment on a clear
day
(due to water/dust/insect
in collimator, or less often,
by a fiber entrance
misalignment)

● Skewed shape
● FWHM much less
than 1.55°
● Centered at 0°
● Cannot be solved
with a new FI
●

Alignment on a cloudy day

● Skewed shape, or
no shape at all.
● FWHM not near
1.55°
● Not centered at 0°
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● One or both
shapes not
centered on 0°
● FWHM near 1.55°

General System Information
and TroubleShooting Guide
Overview
The BlickO software runs on the PC collecting, analyzing and displaying data
about atmospheric gases. In order to collect this data, the PC uses serial communication
to communicate with the sensor head in order to position the internal filter wheels as
well as the sun tracker.
The PC also communicates with the temperature controller directly through serial
communication in order to keep the spectrometer at the ideal temperature.

Sensor Head
In addition to the optics the sensor head contains a microcontroller that serves as a slave
to the PC.

Functions
Microcontroller Functions
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●

Drive motors to position optics in filter wheel

●

Relays position commands from PC to Tracker

●

Triggers relays to reset the power to the Tracker and spectrometers

Optics Function
●

Condition the light in a way that allows for easy and accurate analysis by the
spectrometer

Relay Board
Functions
●

Opens and closes relays in response to sensor head triggers to reset power to the
spectrometers and tracker

●

Converts RS232 communication from Sensor head to RS-485 communication for
tracker

●

26

Drive LEDs to indicate communication from Sensors Head and PC
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Thermoelectric Cooler
Functions
●

The thermoelectric cooler (peltier) is controlled by the temperature controller
circuit board (housed in the black box on the side of the cooler)

●

The temperature controller receives a set temperature from the PC and varies the
voltage input to the thermoelectric cooler to achieve the set temperature. The
temp controller will reverse the polarity of the input voltage depending on if the
spectrometers need to be heated or cooled.

Troubleshooting
If the spectrometer temperature is unstable, ensure:
●

the bottom of the spectrometer is making complete contact with the cold plate

●

the spectrometer is securely fastened to the cold plate

●

Spectrometer box insulation is in good condition

●

The spectrometer box is closed tightly

If all of the temp controller wiring is intact and the above conditions are met the
temperature controller gain and bandwidth parameters within the instruments

operations file may need to be adjusted. This is especially likely if the instrument has
been moved from one climate to another. Please remember to contact with the
Network Operator before modifying anything in the instrument operation file.
Bandwidth
The bandwidth parameter represents a range outside of which the temperature
controller will supply full power to the thermoelectric cooler. For example, a bandwidth
of 4 means that the temp controller will be at full power when it is 4 degrees above or
below the set temp while trying to achieve the set temp. A bandwidth that is too
wide/high will result in the thermo electric cooler being slow to respond to temperature
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changes. A bandwidth that is too narrow will result in the temp controller constantly
“over shooting” above and below the set temperature and failing to settle at the set
temperature.

Integral Gain
The Integral Gain controls how much of the control output is generated due to the
accumulated error between the current temperature, and the set temperature.
The integral gain helps compensate for changing thermal dynamics, such as varying
loads, and often aids the temperature in rapidly reaching the setting temp. A low gain
slows the response of the temperature controller to changes and may avoid the
temperature from reaching the setting temp. A gain that is too high may create
temperature overshoots.

Spectrometer
Functions
●

Analyze spectral data from sensor head and converts to a digital signal to be sent
to the PC, through USB 2.0 ports.

Troubleshooting
If the spectrometer is not connecting to BlickO first ensure that the spectrometer has
power (the green LED on the front of the spectrometer should be lit when powered on)
If the spectrometer does not have power:
●

Use the command “S1s” or S2s” in the low level interface depending on the
affected spectrometer, this will use the relay board to reset the power to each
spectrometer.

●

If the previous commands do not work, you can rule out malfunctions in the
relay board or sensor head by unplugging spectrometer cable from the relay
board and jumping the 2 pins at the cable connector.
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If there is still no power try:
●

restarting the PC

●

connecting the spectrometer directly to the PC with a new USB cable

If the spectrometer still does not have power the spectrometer or PC USB port is likely
damaged

If the spectrometer has power but will not connect to Blick
●

Ensure you are using the latest version of Blick, and the proper avantes
development driver package (You can ask to the Network Operator)

●

Ensure the spectrometer serial number matches the serial number in the
instruments operation file

●

Try connecting the spec to an USB 2.0 port of the pc (Not to a USB 3.0 port).

Tracker
Functions
●

Precisely orients the sensors head in relation to the sun to facilitate accurate
measurements

●

Internal motor drivers are commanded by sensor head through RS-485
communication

●

Electro magnetic brake applied when the tracker is powered off

Troubleshooting
If Tracker will not connect to Blick:
Ensure that the tracker has power by moving either shaft by hand, when powered the
tracker will have a spring like effect and return the shaft to its correct position.
If the tracker does not have power, test for 24 Volts in the following order (see diagram
section for circuit diagram):
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1. Between pins M and K at Traker end of tracker cable
a. If voltage is present malfunction likely present internal to tracker
2. At pins 1 and 2 of DB15 connector on relay box
a. If voltage present likely open circuit in tracker cable
3. Between 2 outside pins of tracker power connector on relay board
a. If voltage is present likely open circuit between relay board and DB15
connector
b. If no power AND relay board itself does have power
i.

Disconnect power from relay board, unplug sensor head , and
reconnect power to relay board
1. If power is now present at tracker connector likely internal
malfunction in sensor head
2. If still no power to tracker connector likely internal
malfunction in relay board

Note: Physical binding in the Tracker will cause a circuit breaker on the relay board to
open cutting power to the tracker, it should close within 30 seconds

If Tracker has power but will not connected:
Check for open circuit in data communication line from relay board to tracker end of
tracker cable
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Control Files
Operation File Key Parameters
(C:\Blick\data\operationfiles\PandoraNNN_OF_vVdDDDDDDDD.txt)
Spec Serial Number

This number must match the serial
number of the spectrometer

Tracker Type

Round Tracker
Square Tracker

Head Sensor port Number:

Denotes which COM Port sensor head is
connected to, value of 0 will scan all ports

Temperature Controller port Number

Denotes which COM Port temperature is
connected to, value of 0 will scan all ports

Temperature Controller bandwidth
Temperature Controller gain
Tracker Motion Limits

Limits Tracker Ze and Az travel to avoid
cable pinching etc

Config File Key Parameters
(C:\Blick\config\PandoraNNN_config.txt)
Tracker parking zenith angle and

Set what position the instrument will park
in once finished measuring

azimuth
Maximum allowed azimuth correction
[deg] -> 70.00
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Are the maximum allowed software
offsets while looking for the maximum
signal point in the FI routine.

Maximum allowed zenith angle correction
[deg] -> 3.00

Standard azimuth for elevation scans
[deg] -> 0.00
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Is the azimuth angle that will be used for
the sky scan routines (E* routines). It
must be one with no obstacles in the field
of view from the horizon to the noon.

Low Level Interface
The low level interface allows you to communicate directly with the head sensor or
temperature controller. To access the low level interface type “HS” into the the routine
box on the right side of the BlickO interface then click “Start sequence”
Once the interface is open you can use the following commands to control and
troubleshoot the pandora system

Firmware Version 4

Command

Description

?

Get the sensor head number. EX: Pan100HST

V

Get the software version. EX: V4_C96

PAp

Read head sensor pressure

PAh

Read head sensor humidity

n

Move FW1 in both directions. Note: used to test the
movement of the FW1.

m

Move FW2 in both directions. Note: used to test the
movement of the FW2.

F1r

Reset FW1 (ends at the OPEN position)

F1*

Move FW1 to position *=1 to 9

F1R

Read the offset value btw the mirror and the home
position for FW1
Same commands for FW2

TRb*,* (TRb Az, Ze)

Move tracker to position 50000,50000

TRw

Read the tracker current position AZ, ZE

TRs

Tracker power cycle
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S1s

Spectrometer 1 power cycle

S2s

Spectrometer 1 power cycle

Firmware Version 7

Command

Description

?

Get the sensor head number. EX: Pan100HST

HTv?

Get the software version. EX: V7_C96

HTp?

Read head sensor pressure

HTh?

Read head sensor humidity

F1m

Move FW1 in both directions. Note: used to test the
movement of the FW1.

F2m

Move FW2 in both directions. Note: used to test the
movement of the FW2.

F1r

Reset FW1 (ends at the OPEN position)

F1*

Move FW1 to position *=1 to 9

F1R

Read the offset value btw the mirror and the home
position for FW1
Same commands for FW2

TRb*,* (TRb Az, Ze)

Move tracker to position to position 50000,50000

TRw

Read the tracker current position AZ, ZE

TRs

Tracker power cycle

S1s

Spectrometer 1 power cycle

S2s

Spectrometer 1 power cycle
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Wiring Diagrams
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